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transportmatters

transportation planning, design and delivery

transportmatters is an industry briefing
note we circulate regularly to clients
and partners interested in urban
transport issues and trends. It aims
to contribute to the discussion on
building productive, prosperous and
liveable cities through integrated land
use and transport planning.
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transport planning in our cities
issues from the coalface
The challenge of planning transport for
our cities and regions isn’t going away
any time soon. The recent Productivity
Commission Public Infrastructure Report
highlights the issue.
Many of our staff around the country sit
on advisory committees and are involved
in industry roles, and we regularly see the
same issues cropping up in conversations
and at the planning and development
coalface.
Our experience continues to revolve
around some of the core themes below:
1.
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Good decision making

Understandably there’s plenty of media
attention on the high value and high
risk transport projects in each city, but
there’s an equally important need for
rigour, consistency and transparency
in the multitude of smaller day to day
government planning and development
decisions. Getting these right means
infrastructure is delivered fit for purpose
leaving funds available for other
community needs and supporting housing
affordability.
2.

Using the asset wisely

How we share and charge for road space
access is becoming more important every
year. For example, parked cars tie up

valuable traffic lanes and reduce the
ability to move people and goods around
our cities. This example and other quick
wins need to be chased harder. The
community’s attention will increasingly be
focused on the return they get from their
road network. How do we measure and
report that return to the community?
3.

Delivering it on the ground

The best city and regional plans mean
nothing if there’s no money to fund them.
Whether it’s government debt, user pays
or beneficiary pays, the future funding
landscape will require a mix of solutions
to suit the project. Some will involve
private sector finance. The need for an
accepted framework of funding options
to suit each city is critical. There is recent
good work by lobby groups on funding
and financing that proposes solutions for
a range of project types. Pilot projects or
trials of these funding models should be a
high priority.
This winter edition of transportmatters
covers some recent examples of what
we’ve been up to around the country.
We trust you find something of interest
and invite you to get in touch with any of
the GTA contacts listed.
Best wishes
The Specialist GTA Team
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transport: now you’re thinking policy

source: www.pc.gov.au

source: www.audit.vic.gov.au

vic: auditor-general
public transport report

source: www.mpa.vic.gov.au

The Australian Government’s Productivity
Commision released it’s inquiry report into
Public Infrastructure on 14 July 2014. The
inquiry report investigates ways to reduce
Infrastructure costs in Australia, while
making a number of recommendations
about future financing and governance of
public infrastructure.

The VIC Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO)
released their audit into the coordination
of public transport on 6 August 2014,
assessing the current systems and
suggesting improvements.

VIC Minister for Planning the Hon.
Matthew Guy MLC, released the
Strategic Framework Plan for Fishermans
Bend on Monday 28 July 2014, a guide
to future development for the area using
four key criteria, and a key element in
achieving the goals of Plan Melbourne.

national: public infrastructure
inquiry report

The audit is available for download from
the VAGO website.

The report is available for download from
the productivity commission website.

source: northconnex.com.au

source: www.planning.nsw.gov.au

On July 17 2014, the NSW Department
of Planning and Environment released
the NorthConnex Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for community comment
until 12 September 2014.

The Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy
was originally announced in 2012,
however it was announced on 25 July
2014 by NSW Minister for Planning The
Hon. Pru Goward MP, that new planning
controls had been approved and
subsequently took effect on 29 July 2014.

nsw: northconnex
environmental impact statement

The updated Strategy is available
from the NSW Department of Planning
& Environment website.
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The EIS assesses the potential
environmental, economic and social
impacts associated with the $3Billion
project, and is available from the
NorthConnex website.

nsw: update to newcastle
urban renewal strategy
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source: www.dsdip.qld.gov.au

qld: state planning policy
amendments
The latest amendments to the QLD
State Planning Policy were released to
the public in July 2014, amending the
December 2013 report to align with current
Government priorities.
These amendments were based on
consultation during May 2014, and can be
downloaded from the official website.

source: www.planning.wa.gov.au

wa: state planning strategy 2050
In June 2014, the WA Minister for
Planning, the Hon John Day MLA,
launched the State Planning Strategy
2050.
Prepared by the Department of
Planning on behalf of the Western
Australian Planning Commission,
the strategy aims to assist in guiding
planning and development decisions
throughout WA, and is available from
the official website.

vic: fishermans bend
strategic framework plan

The Strategic Framework Plan is available
from the MPA website.

source: queenslandplan.qld.gov.au

qld: the queensland plan
On Thursday 31 July 2014, the QLD
Government released their 30-year plan.
Titled The Queensland Plan, the
new plan is the result of substantial
community engagement, and outlines
nine key areas of focus for the continued
development of the state over the next
30 years.
The report is available from the
QLD Government website.
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our people: out in industry
congratulations to our new Directors

We are delighted to announce the recent promotions of senior staff in Perth and Canberra.

tanya moran
perth office

peter strang
canberra office

Tanya has extensive transport planning
and traffic engineering experience
across QLD, WA and NSW, and has a
proven track record of working closely
with clients and stakeholders to deliver
projects on time and on budget.

Peter has over 20 years’ experience
working in sustainable transport, road
safety research, and well-developed
marketing skills. Peter also accesses other
GTA resources to create teams with the
right mix of skills for Canberra projects.

tanya.moran@gta.com.au

peter.strang@gta.com.au

UDIA VIC committee representatives

Two of our Melbourne staff have recently joined UDIA Committees in Victoria.
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kate partenio
director (national)

simon beardall
senior project manager

Kate is one of GTA’s National Directors,
and has joined the UDIA VIC Women in
Property Committee. She will contribute
to the Committee’s goal of empowering
individuals to participate and succeed
within the property industry.

Simon is a Senior Project Manager in our
Melbourne office, and has joined the
Outlook Committee, representing and
encouraging young professionals within
the industry.

kate.partenio@gta.com.au

simon.beardall@gta.com.au

In recognition of their long service and dedication to the industry, we are proud to have two of our
most senior staff recently recognised as Fellows of Engineers Australia.

christian griffith
director (national)

Michael Durkin has been a part of GTA
for over 20 years, rising through the
ranks to now be our Managing Director,
responsible for the overall corporate
management and operation of GTA.

Christian Griffith is a transport planner and
engineer with over 20 years experience,
and one of our National Directors. His
expertise is in strategic transport planning,
and he manages business development
activities across the company.

michael.durkin@gta.com.au

christian.griffith@gta.com.au
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michael durkin
managing director
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key projects: victoria

thought leadership

victoria

recent papers and presentations

phillip island
integrated transport study
and surf beach /
sunderland bay estate
traffic management plan
Bass Coast Shire Council

cardinia road duplication
civil engineering & design
VicRoads

traffic signal priority
for trams
detailed report
Yarra Trams

In response to recent road casualities
on Phillip Island Road adjacent to the
Sunderland Bay and Surf Beach Estates,
a Traffic Management Plan has been
produced to investigate and recommend
options that improve the safety and
operation of the road network in the area
for residents and visitors, as well as support
the overall vision and objectives of the
Phillip Island Integrated Transport Strategy.
christian.griffith@gta.com.au
VicRoads South East Projects engaged
us to prepare functional design and
detailed design documentation for the
duplication of a 500m length of Cardinia
Road in Officer. The goal of this project is
to improve traffic capacity, road safety
and general amenity, as well as formalised
pedestrian and cycling facilities to promote
active travel.
craig.gist@gta.com.au
ajanthan.pillai@gta.com.au
With current tram priority practices at
signal sites dating back to the 1980’s and
1990’s, our recent report into traffic signal
priority for trams aims to develop guidance
for traffic signal programmers when
determining the level of priority for trams
at sites across Melbourne. Improving tram
operational performance also improves
conditions for all road users.
reece.humphreys@gta.com.au

GTA staff regularly present at conferences
and seminars around Australia, and we
collaborate internally to bring this fresh
thinking to our projects in all offices.
The presentations are available through
the links below or via the GTA website.
Chris Coath
(Melbourne office)
traffic and parking assessments
PLANET training and development program
Melbourne, June 2014
Dick van den Dool
(Sydney office)
contemporary thoughts on
bike planning in Oz
velo-city conference
Adelaide, May 2014
Phil Gray
(Melbourne office)
targeting 30km/h
and reclaiming our streets
velo-city conference
Adelaide, May 2014
push for bikes (Interviewee)
ABC News
Adelaide, May 2014

future papers
2014 national conference
Adelaide, 13-14 August 2014

www.aitpm.com.au/conference/conference-home
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Yarra Ranges Shire Council engaged
Hansen Partnership and GTA to undertake
the Lilydale Structure Plan Review in
response to major land use changes in the
centre.

4

lilydale structure plan
detailed review
Shire of Yarra Ranges

As part of the review, the project included
the preparation of an Integrated Transport
Plan (ITP) for Lilydale.
tom.courtice@gta.com.au

We are providing traffic engineering and
design advice to support a multilevel
car park development at the Westfield
Doncaster Shopping Centre.

westfield doncaster
multi-level car park
Westfield Limited

The redevelopment of the northeast corner
of the Centre seeks to replace an existing
at-grade staff car park to increase the
existing car parking supply at the Centre by
approximately 560 car spaces without an
increase in the existing floor area.
kane.williams@gta.com.au

Paul Morris
(Adelaide office)
“please, in my front yard”
developing streets for people, not cars
Wednesday 13 August
and
traffic and parking generation:
the impact on development
Thursday 14 August
Peter Strang
(Canberra office)
Brett Maynard
(Sydney office)
shared spaces for healthy and active
places: can they work in canberra?
Thursday 14 August
Wayne Johnson
(Sydney office)
framework traffic management
for shared zones in large private estates
Thursday 14 August
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key projects: new south wales
new south wales
Sydney CBD Light Rail
mesoscopic modelling
Transport for NSW (TfNSW)

In an Australian first, we recently
upgraded the Aimsun mesoscopic
model developed for the Sydney CBD
and South East Light Rail Study to a
SCATSIM Aimsun mesoscopic model.
This upgrade took place to provide the
most efficient approach for optimising
signal timings at intersections, and assist
in future changes to the model, to assess
the traffic impacts associated with the
proposed changes in the CBD.
robert.dus@gta.com.au

Central Park Proposed
Mixed Use Development
traffic and transport advice
Frasers Property

Originally approved in 2007,
Frasers Property Group have been
redeveloping Central Park into an
“exciting urban village” for high-density
residential, commercial and retail uses.
We are continuing to offer transport
advice on the project, with the latest
traffic and transport report delivered in
June 2014.

Warringah Mall
transport planning
Westfield Limited

We have provided Westfield Ltd
with ongoing transport advice for
the proposed redevelopment of
Warringah Mall. Most recently we
conducted a traffic and parking
review to cater for Council approved
amendments, while ensuring that
predicted traffic conditions remain
consistent with original plans.
ken.hollyoak@gta.com.au

Randwick Urban
Activation Precinct
traffic and transport
planning
Department of Planning
and Environment

michael.lee@gta.com.au

GTA provided Leighton Properties,
LaSalle Investment Management and
SJB Architects with ongoing traffic
and transport advice from concept
planning through to construction
commencement.

ken.hollyoak@gta.com.au

winter 2014

Erko Apartments is located within the
Ashmore Precinct in Erskineville and
has undergone a master plan process,
resulting in careful arrangement of
proposed streets, spaces, buildings and
their heights.

The assessment considers the existing
transport network and travel demand,
proposed improvements to the transport
network, and the possible impacts
of increased travel demand through
projected increases in population and
employment.
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Erko Apartments
transport advice
Leighton Properties
& LaSalle Investment
Management

We have been engaged to produce a
transport assessment of the Randwick
Urban Activation Precinct (UAP).

jason.rudd@gta.com.au
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in-focus

queensland

planning for major events:
gold coast 2018
commonwealth games

ConnectWest
Business Park
Transport planning &
impact assessment
Commercial & Industrial
Property

Bruce Highway Upgrade
Traffic management
& Road Safety Auditing
Lend Lease

CIP commissioned us to assist with the
complex traffic and access issues arising
from the site’s location adjacent the Ipswich
Motorway and Harcourt Road. Our work
with CIP aims to achieve the best possible
outcome for site accessibility, as well as
identifying critical road network upgrades.
This has helped to demonstrate to
prospective buyers and tenants that access
to the site is both convenient and efficient.
david.hayward@gta.com.au

Working with BG&E Civil Engineers on
behalf of Lend Lease, GTA has performed
a specialist road safety review role (to be
followed by a detailed Audit) of temporary
traffic management schemes for the
construction of a key section of the Bruce
Highway. This piece of work is important
for the efficient management of traffic
through the construction zones, as well as
the management of the safety of road users
and work crews.
tanya.moran@gta.com.au
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Bundall – Evandale
Car Parking
Optioneering
& implementation strategy
City of Gold Coast
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Coronation Drive
Office Park
Traffic efficiency
& safety assessment
AMP Capital

Recognising that significant change within
the Evandale and Bundall precincts will
result in potential parking demand and
supply constraints, the City of Gold Coast
commissioned GTA to prepare a report to
provide expert support to assist planning
and business case development for car
parking in the area, addressing both public
and staff parking.
mac.hulbert@gta.com.au

We worked with AMP Capital to prepare
recommendations to improve the safety
and operation of the car parking and
access areas within the large Coronation
Drive Office Park. We undertook a review
of a number of areas that have had
complaints, near misses and workplace
safety concerns. Our recommendations
included simple and cost effective line
marking and signage changes that
aim to reduce the level of risk for road users
and pedestrians.
mac.hulbert@gta.com.au

One of the key moments of the
Commonwealth Games Closing
Ceremony was the presentation of the
Commonwealth Flag to Gold Coast
Mayor Tom Tate. A symbolic gesture,
and a reminder that for our sixth-largest
city, the real work now begins.
History has shown that transport
planning for major events requires a
careful balance between providing
adequate levels of service for
delegates as well as spectator and
‘business as usual’ traffic. Indeed, the
City of Glasgow (along with previous
host-cities) has set the bar high,
but Australia’s reputation for the expert
planning and delivery of major events is
among the world’s highest.
At GTA, we are experts at consistently
delivering transport planning solutions
for major events:
•
•
•
•

Formula 1 Grand Prix
Australian Tennis Open
Moomba Festival
Asia-Pacific Iron Man Championships

We are now continuing this proud
record by assisting in the planning
process of the 2018 Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games, having
been commissioned by Transport
and Main Roads to develop a pilot
microsimulation model and framework
for future development of venue
transport plans.
This work will assist planning for precincts
through providing quantifiable
performance measures to inform
overarching Venue Transport Strategies
and individual Event and Transport
Management Plans. This work includes
the simulation of individual vehicle and
pedestrian movements to demonstrate
the impact and interaction of the
Games during peak operation.
This will mark our second involvement
with the Commonwealth Games after
Melbourne 2006. We look forward to
delivering world-class transport solutions
to these Games.

Mac Hulbert
mac.hulbert@gta.com.au
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key projects: australian capital territory and south australia
australian capital territory
Bunda Street Shareway
concept design
Roads ACT

The ACT Government aims to transform
Bunda Street, Canberra’s major retail/
commercial area, into a shared space,
the first of its kind in Canberra. We were
engaged (with McGregor Coxall) to
design and supervise construction of an
area to be used by pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles. The project is currently
out to tender, with construction to
commence shortly.

ANU Acton Campus
cycling and walking study
Australian National University

peter.strang@gta.com.au

ACT Walking and Cycling
Data Collection Study

pedestrian & cyclist
data collection
Roads ACT

The ACT Government is reviewing the
collection, storage, retrieval and analysis
of walking and cycling data in the ACT,
to improve infrastructure planning and
evaluation of programs & projects.
Roads ACT engaged us to conduct a
review of best practice from peer cities in
Australia and internationally. An inventory
of existing ACT data collection, storage,
retrieval and analysis is being compiled
through consultation and surveys.

We have provided the Australian
National University’s (ANU) main Acton
Campus with a draft report, including
design guidelines for walking and cycling
facilities, a prioritised program for the
implementation of pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure improvements, and
opportunities for end-of-trip facilities.
The ultimate goal is to make the campus
an enjoyable, efficient and safe place to
travel for pedestrians and cyclists.
peter.strang@gta.com.au

peter.strang@gta.com.au

south australia

paul.morris@gta.com.au

ALDI is making their presence known in
South Australia, with sites identified and
planned for the State’s first two stores.
Located in Seaford Heights and Parafield
Gardens, we are providing traffic
engineering advice. In addition we are
working on a new Distribution Centre in
Regency Park to support ALDI’s growth.
GTA has assisted in the planning of the
Distribution Centre to gain the necessary
Development Consent.

winter 2014

The $30M redevelopment of the
Gilles Plains Shopping Centre is one
of Adelaide’s major metropolitan
development projects. As a key consultant
to the Makris Group, we have been
engaged to provide AIMSUN modelling
services to the project, a first for the
Adelaide office, and one of the first uses of
AIMSUN for a development in Adelaide.

ALDI Seaford Heights and
Parafield Gardens
Traffic engineering advice
ALDI
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Gilles Plains
Shopping Centre
AIMSUN Modelling
Makris Group

paul.morris@gta.com.au
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it’s a wrap

a minute on the gta couch: robert dus

message from the md

Robert is one of GTA’s Associate Directors and a key contact in our
transport modelling team.

Business confidence among Australia’s largest listed
companies has fallen sharply in the June quarter, driven
primarily by concerns over tax and spending adjustments in
May’s Federal Budget, along with the on-going challenges
of a persistently high Australian dollar. Indeed, the NAB’s
quarterly surveys suggested that many companies expect
the weaker labour market conditions will continue during
F2014/15, with business conditions remaining static.
These forecasts come on the back of unemployment rates
which have now reached twelve year highs.

Here he discusses the importance and evolution of transport
modelling both at GTA and the industry as a whole.
Why is transport modelling now so important?
With population growth comes an increase in road congestion
and we are reaching a point where providing extra capacity
through building new roads clearly is no longer a viable option.
Transport authorities and consultants rely on transport models
to provide quantitative and analytical frameworks that help
to assess visually how transport systems will work under future
patterns of travel demand.

Perhaps this is why in a recent address in Sydney,
Glenn Stevens (Governor – RBA) suggested that businesses
need to focus more on growth and less on risk reduction,
inferring that risk aversion is maintaining a strong grip on the
business community.

How much can we trust transport models?

“It does seem, to me, that businesses in many places are
much more conscious of risk, relative to return, than they
were in the pre-crisis period,” he observed. “At some stage,
hopefully share market analysts and the investor community
will ask fewer questions about risk reduction, and more about
the company’s growth strategy.”
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GTA has always managed risk effectively, and indeed,
our ongoing service, geographical and population
expansions have reflected a core value embodied in our
corporate agenda.

The main purpose of developing transport models is to
understand what will happen in the future and our role as
transport modellers is to validate and interpret the results.
Although we are getting better at this and software developers
are competing to develop faster and more reliable simulation
packages, no model will ever be 100% accurate, and to quote
English writer Douglas Adams, “trying to predict the future is a
mug’s game.”
You’ve been at GTA for nearly seven years, how has the
modelling team changed over those years?

In this regard, we are proud to observe that during the
financial year just passed, GTA achieved double-digit growth
of new staff, noting that half of the these additions were
recent university graduates. This trend has continued with a
commitment to further graduate placements later in
2014 and early 2015.

As a team, we are not afraid to seek to improve and push the
boundaries of current modelling packages and methods. This
resulted in our involvement in some of the largest and most
complex modelling projects where innovative approaches were
successfully adopted, such as Sydney’s CBD Light Rail
and WestConnex projects.

At GTA, we are answering Stevens’ call.

For more information on our transport modelling services,
call (03) 9851 9600 or email robert.dus@gta.com.au

I hope you enjoy this current Winter edition of transportmatters.
Best Regards
Michael Durkin
Managing Director

GTA is proud to support the
following organisations with our
‘workplace giving program’
source: www.rch.org.au

source: www.redcross.org.au

source: www.worldvision.com.au

source: www.oxfam.org.au

Thanks for your interest. We welcome your comments. Please get in touch with Christian Griffith in the Melbourne Office for further information.
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